Safe Impact Resistant Electrolytes (SAFIRE)
Problem: Images of electric vehicles and personal electronics on fire demonstrate the
problematic reality of lithium-ion batteries. The electrolyte in a lithium-ion battery is
traditionally built from highly flammable organic solvents that present a fire hazard
in the event of an internal short circuit—contact between positive and negative
electrodes.
Solution: This project focuses on the scale-up and safety demonstration of ORNL’s shear
thickening electrolytes for advanced battery applications. The Safe Impact Resistant
Electrolyte (SAFIRE) transformative design results in the electrolyte functioning as a
safety feature of the battery and eliminating the risk of thermal runaway. The SAFIRE
electrolyte is a liquid under normal operating conditions, allowing solvents to wet all
the electrode surfaces just like a traditional battery electrolyte. However, upon impact,
as caused by a car crash or some other mechanical impact event, the additive causes
the electrolyte to undergo an immediate and massive rheological shift to become a
solid. The solid barrier prevents the positive and negative electrodes from coming into
contact and short circuiting. By preventing the electrodes from touching, none of the
energy stored in the battery components is released.
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Impact: Emerging technology markets, such as those within the automotive industry,
depend on safe electrical energy storage. The SAFIRE electrolyte challenges previous
notions regarding battery safety/engineering and will turn the electrolyte into
an intrinsic part of the battery safety envelope. Beyond the safety aspects of this
electrolyte, the value added from this technology enables the redesign of battery
packaging and battery placement to introduce design flexibility to end users. Additional
SAFIRE market impact is in US military applications, specifically batteries that double as
body armor and/or safer portable drone batteries.
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